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Category Management is the new black
This white-paper first appeared as a series of three articles that were published weekly during January-
February 2015 under the common title “Category Management is the new black” to help launch  the 
PASA Category Management 2015 conference “Achieving Category Management Excellence” and the 
inaugural Category Manager of the Year Awards in Sydney 10-11th March 2015

These articles appeared sequentially on the Procurement and Supply Australasia (PASA) online weekly 
newsletter FOCUS www.procurementandsupply.com and were also posted online as blog pieces 
through LINKED IN discussion groups run by PASA. 

The three articles were warmly received and generated some interesting and worthwhile comments 
online from a number of contributors. As a compendium they represent a more than useful 
contribution to the debate surrounding the value of category management to organisations and 
how they can enhance the value offered from Procurement in was beyond just savings and, even, risk 
reduction and drive straight on to the corporate ‘value’ agenda. 

The author of these three articles and this white-paper is management consultant and former 
managing director of CIPSA, Jonathan Dutton FCIPS. He also hosts several of the PASA conferences 
throughout the year as MC www.pasaevents.com and facilitates a two-day STRATEGIC PROCUREMENT 
workshop which has consistently been  the best-selling training course at PASA - successfully some 
dozen or so times to date and  scheduled to run in seven cities around Australia & New Zealand with its 
new second generation content and format www.pasatraining.com 

In this white-paper, Jonathan takes a deep dive look at Category Management as a topic and asks 
whether it is really working well for procurement teams in Australia and New Zealand or not? And 
whether it can be useful for addressing INDIRECT expenditure as well as DIRECT? He starts by asking 
how, exactly, the category management approach differs from humble Strategic Sourcing?

NIGEL WARDROPPER      
MANAGING DIRECTOR

 
Direct line: +61 7 5549 1092 
Email: nigelw@bttbonline.com  
www.procurementandsupply.com 
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What is Category Management and how does it 
differ from Strategic Sourcing?
Category Management is the new black it seems. It follows on from other notable trends that have 
purveyed professional procurement in the past such as Just-in-Time (1980s), Outsourcing (1990s), e 
procurement (2000s), Low Cost Country Sourcing (from China) and Offshoring (to India). 

Suddenly everybody’s doing it … but what is it they are doing exactly? And how does CATEGORY 
MANAGEMENT differ from what we have always done in Procurement; the heart & soul of our 
profession – strategic sourcing?

The phrase ‘category management’ is actually difficult to define. Dictionaries provide little help. I have 
always defined it as: 

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT 

‘The entire art & science of procurement applied 
to a single genre of spend”

Yet, during a training workshop I was running not so long ago, a specialist procurement recruiter 
defined is simply as, “The CPO of the category” – perhaps an altogether stronger definition.

But even this all-embracing definition perhaps does not do justice to modern category management 
done well. Paul Rogers of Le Garcon Perdu and the eSourcing Group helpfully offered two colourful 
circles to explain the difference …. 

Source: Paul Rogers LGP and eSourcing Group

Paul illustrated that whilst Strategic Sourcing included demand analysis, supply planning & market 
engagement as key steps in the sourcing process, Category Management also included a ‘next step’ of 
benefits realisation to complete the circle. He effectively suggests that strategic sourcing too often fails 
to see through the benefits to stakeholders of the purchase, that procurement professionals see their 
job done when stuff is delivered. Category Management sees through the realisation of the business 
case until full utility and business benefits are realised for the organisation.

In linear terms, Paul Hopkins, former DDG Procurement at the NSW Department of Commerce, 
explained in 2005 the irony of most strat-sourcing effort in his “Bow-Tie Diagram” …
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Source: Paul Hopkins 2006 

Hopkins had noticed just how much procurement effort was centred around the market engagement 
bit of the process. The tendering, negotiating and contracting. The bit we’re famous for. 

But he also noted how so much more of the real VALUE of the procurement contribution came 
UPSTREAM and DOWNSTREAM of the purchase decision …. in shaping requirements & options AND 
managing outcomes respectively. Why then, in professional procurement, he asked, did we put so 
much resource into the bits of the process that yielded relatively less benefits? 

Yet both Strategic Sourcing and Category Management claim to be an end-to-end process. Maybe they 
have different definitions of where the ‘end’ of the process truly is? Certainly the traditional old world 
purchasing view of “the job’s done when the contract’s signed” is long past its sell-by date. The value of 
good contract management and better SRM is widely appreciated nowadays by most.  

So, if procurement is more end-to-end, what more can category management offer – apart from the 
focus on benefits realisation for stakeholders? 

Critically, I believe that category management should have more than a broad benefits-for-stakeholders 
focus, but a clear customer focus. That is REAL customers, the ones that buy your products. What’s in it 
for them, that their supplier has a world-class category management programme? Can good category 
management not direct its outputs squarely at the CUSTOMER: the person that ultimately pays their 
wages?

This customer focus also naturally brings a more strategic focus. The good category manager starts 
to align the supply chains running through their organisation towards the end-consumer (or to the 
tax paying citizen in the public sector) and their evolving needs. They start to shape the features 
and benefits that are offered from the supply side. In this way they become increasingly part of the 
marketing effort of the organisation as much as the fulfilment side of the business. 
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Ultimately, therefore, good category management work benefits the customer quite directly. To achieve 
this at a strategic level, the goal is competitive advantage. Prof Phillip Kotler, the guru of modern 
marketing management, www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Kotler defined six principal sources of 
competitive advantage:

Source : JDC after Kotler

The bullet points (above) which have an asterisk – are those sources of competitive advantage that 
can be directly influenced from the supply side. There are FOUR crucial ones – price, innovation, quality 
and responsiveness … this is HOW good category management can offer more than simple strategic 
sourcing. It is the core of how ‘retail’ buying works – driven by customer demand. 

In practice, category managers can lead end-to-end teams to focus on delivering more to the 
consumer. Teams of workers from different functions: procurement, supply chain, product 
management, R&D, marketing, sales and even finance. Teams dedicated to one customer need – or 
segment. 

This approach trespasses all over Gattorna-ism. In his 2006 book “Living Supply Chains” John Gattorna  
www.johngattorna.com identified core customer segments that behave in different ways that were 
grouped by the buyer’s exact needs (the best quality/the cheapest/the fastest/the greenest/ the red 
one/etc…). 

Source: www.johngattorna.com
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John argued that these different needs could be better met by unique teams (or clusters) of workers led 
co-operatively by an appointed team leader from either marketing or category management. In effect 
leading the supply chain for that consumer segment. Focussing on their needs. Finally, he added that 
this meant supply chains competing against each other effectively. Both through the firm – but also 
within the firm. 

But this “dynamic alignment” approach requires a horizontal organisation chart in effect. Not the siloed 
vertical ones we have in most organisations. And I have always found human beings work best in 
business within a command hierarchy, not naturally in a ‘co-operative’ framework.

Yet this approach has been successful in some firms. John cites ZARA, the fashion retailer, as its best 
example … where the fashion supply chain was shortened from three seasons to three weeks typically.     

Certainly, good category management can better balance customer needs with company needs. And 
manage the supply change from conception to consumption with a more market driven approach than 
a purely commercial one. In this way the category manager works more end-to-end than the strategic 
sourcing manager and offers more potential.
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Is it worth adopting CATEGORY MANAGEMENT for 
INDIRECT costs, or only DIRECT expenditure?
Whether Category Management is the new black, or just the entire art & science of procurement 
applied to a single genre of spend, or even the CPO of the category, never mind a new source of 
competitive advantage … the next question off the rank doesn’t really change much – where can I 
best use the Category Management approach? For DIRECT categories? INDIRECT categories? Or all 
categories? In other words, where do I start, and, where does it end? 

DIRECT expenditure I define as the cost of doing business, the cost of your goods for resale or product 
input costs such as raw materials, sometimes packaging, even MRO and eventually your entire base ‘cost 
of sale’. Ultimately the cost of serving your customer, and the costs of all the direct components of the 
product the customer receives. 

INDIRECT expenditure is the cost of being IN business – that is the costs of all the support services 
which enable you to run the organisation; essential to be in business. Indirect costs usually fall into 
around 14 typical categories (though people’s own list always varies somewhat). All businesses 
purchase these things, though few actually want to spend good money on them. Unfortunately 
everyone has to do so – both BHP Billiton Ltd. and JD Consultancy P/L inevitably buy these 14 things:

Source : JDC listing 

The Kraljic matrix is the root of all strategic procurement effort. Credited to economist Peter Kraljic 
in HBR 1983 www.12manage.com/methods_kraljic_model.html It maps the criticality of each 
category of expenditure for each buying organisation by simply mapping spend volume ($ dollars), or 
profitability, against the supply risk faced by the organisation in the event of sustained non-delivery. It 
asks: How critical is this supply line to us?  There are many examples and explanations online. ‘Google 
images’ offers scores of images. This one will do: 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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Source: Google images after Peter Kraljic 

Some say that the left hand side of the matrix represents INDIRECT expenditure and the right hand side 
DIRECT expenditure. Which oversimplifies the model somewhat. But, in essence, makes a useful point 
– that proactive professional management of any category has to be worth it in terms of return on 
investment (RoI). There has to be a payback. 

So, the QUESTION: Which categories do we apply a pro-active and professional CATEGORY 
MANAGEMENT approach to?  ANSWER: The ones where it matters to your organisation at this point in 
time and where there is a business case to do so in returning hard or sufficient soft benefits. And only in 
these cases. 

Which categories are to be proactively and professionally managed, and which are only to be swept up 
in a transactional purchasing process starts as an obvious equation but gradually becomes less obvious. 
The most addressable categories are those on the top-right on the Kraljic matrix – exactly the same 
as any good procurement spend analysis. The most ‘strategic’ supply lines, well worthy of a substantial 
investment in time & resources are the essential first step. A key determinant of categories in this box 
are their criticality to the business model and, frankly, their threat to it. Imagine MacDonald’s without 
daily beef supply. A classic DIRECT example. 

There are many ways and many strategies by which that a good category manager can improve 
outcomes for his or her organisation. Thinking more strategically, more broadly and more creatively lies 
behind the following grid:
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Category Analysis Grid 

Source: CEB 

The key to great category management is innovation. The chance to do things anew. Or introduce 
new features and benefits to a product range to benefit the consumer, and offer your organisation 
competitive advantage or an innovative edge. All of which implies an investment in the category 
management of DIRECT spend lines. 

The ‘strategic’ categories to manage are fairly obvious then. Less obvious are the high risk/low spend 
ones … where none-supply bottlenecks operations. Usually these are in the direct category. Such 
categories are important, but may not need a dedicated category manager. Maybe a small team of 
category managers covering this quadrant? Maybe just one person? Maybe just a good procurement 
job to be done to always ensure just-in-time supply? Maybe a large buffer stock, or multiple supply 
lines? All different strategies to achieve the same end – continuity of supply, the first responsibility of 
any professional buyer. 

Source: Google images
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The less obvious half of the matrix to address strategically is the left hand side that usually involves 
INDIRECT expense where volume can attract discount and where inconsequential supplies can be 
delayed without penalty. With HIGH VOLUME requirements the buyer’s job is to leverage spend as 
often as possible to get the best terms. With LOW VOLUME non-critical risk supplies (the bottom left 
quadrant) the job is to make buying more routine. To do the job once, automate savings, optimise 
service, and process the process. So, how might a CATEGORY MANAGEMENT approach help? 

On the face of it, not at all perhaps. Why invest in an expensive category manager (say $150k pa salary 
plus 35% on cost) to bring in just modest ongoing savings, have no direct effect on end consumer 
benefit, for strategically irrelevant supply lines?

For TWO reasons really, because either:

1. Spend is relatively high in dollar terms and total significant cash out of the organisation, it still  
may be worth the investment for the ongoing savings generated – that is, say, more than five 
times the cost of a good category manager on the AT Kearney ROSMA scale 
www.atkearney.com/procurement/rosma , or, 

2. Certain categories will still be operationally reliant on INDIRECT supplies to deliver end-product 
to your consumer. For example, some firms have packaging or MRO or service contracts or 
critical IT contractors managed within INDIRECT spend lines. Their non-supply could clearly 
disrupt production. 

There are other reasons that a more traditional procurement approach may still need to thoroughly 
address the left-hand side spend … managing the tail, we used to call it: 

•	 To capture both one-time and ongoing savings 
•	 To improve service levels, and ensure INDIRECT benefits for consumers
•	 To prevent stock-outs and sustain business operations 
•	 To earn credibility for PROCUREMENT to gain a mandate to address more strategic spend
•	 To reduce ‘corporate noise’ … often raucous on travel and fleet categories of expenditure 
•	 To stop maverick spend, improve financial control and the P2P process in the organisation 

Of course, some spend categories are more important to some organisations than others. IT contractors 
are critical to the banks. Stationery supplies are rarely critical for anyone – although paper stock is critical 
to printers, stationery supplies critical to a stationery wholesaler (in which case the stationery category 
is top right on the Kraljic matrix for them).
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Ultimately, however, there is one key acid test. The simple question: Can acquiring these INDIRECT 
goods and services better/faster/cheaper/greener than our direct competitors give us a competitive 
advantage over them in the market place and on the net margin level for our business? If the answer is 
YES, it may well be worth investing in the competitive advantage gained for as long as it is gained.  

The question of whether or not it is worth investing in CATEGORY MANAGEMENT is simply down to 
the benefits realised for YOUR organisation weighed against the costs to your organisation at the time, 
compared to the alternatives when regular COST/BENEFIT analysis is relevant: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost%E2%80%93benefit_analysis 

For those who have implemented CATEGORY MANAGEMENT the evaluation of HOW exactly you did 
implement it compared to the original business case is key … as is the constant re-evaluation of the 
investment. In other words, was it worth it, and is it still worth it?
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Is CATEGORY MANAGEMENT really working?
The pace of adoption of CATEGORY MANAGEMENT suggests it is so popular it could be the  new 
black. But is it really working? Is its apparent popularity justified by the widespread returns organisations 
are actually experiencing? 

This fundamental question, “Is CATEGORY MANAGEMENT really working?” was first asked publically, 
I believe, by Dennis Henry, Chairman of Grosvenor Consulting Group, and self-confessed grumpy (but 
wise) old man. He asked the question innocently, and with a tad of frustration it seemed, during a Q&A 
session at a CIPSA event in Auckland way back in 2012. 

At the time it seemed that every humble procurement operator in almost every procurement team 
was being newly minted as a top category manager. Almost overnight. Denis, effectively, asked the 
question, why?

The one or two intakes of breath in the audience, became a murmur. From up on the stage it was easy 
to see the question had struck a chord with members of the audience. “All great truths begin with 
blasphemy” said George Bernard Shaw, the Irish playwright and co-founder of the London School of 
Economics (LSE), back in 1917. 

After the event, in front of a group of procurement peers and colleagues, where delegates usually 
congregate (the bar), one CPO from the audience confessed she certainly understood the power of the 
question. Moreover, she explained exactly why the question resonated with her so resolutely, “I see what 
we did now, in converting to a category management process: Not much. That is why we are struggling 
to see any real impact.” 

She went on to explain the only real difference between her organisation’s old approach to strategic 
sourcing and their new approach to category management, was that they had mostly all changed job 
titles and a new organisation chart for the team had been created. And had held a long team meeting 
to explain it all. Under only the slightest pressure she openly admitted that they had not actually; 

•	 Trained any of the team in category management (yet)
•	 Hired any new category managers or spend-specialists at all
•	 Reorganised, or really redeployed, any category responsibilities
•	 Reduced workloads at all, to allow more time on key categories 
•	 Explained to the rank & file amongst stakeholders how things might change 
•	 Introduced any new systems or even processes to support category management 
•	 Used any consultants, outside help or new expertise in designing the new approach 
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The revelation from av that her organisation’s efforts to convert to category management hardly 
amounted to an investment, began to answer Denis’s tricky question. Then, almost immediately, 
another senior procurement manager from a different organisation confessed that his firm had done 
little more than “hand out new category management business cards on the Monday morning to the 
same team that went home the previous Friday as strat sourcing managers.” A third senior procurement 
manager quickly confirmed that this had been her organisation’s approach as well – adding, “I see what 
we’ve done now. Almost nothing, really.”

How many other procurement teams have taken such short-cuts? How many others have massively 
under-invested in a concept designed to bring competitive advantage? (see article 1 and 2 – Ed.) How 
many other CPO’s have effectively just re-branded strategic sourcing as category management, but 
not followed through with the THREE principal levers of improvement for professional procurement – 
people, process and technology?

In March 2011, The Faculty, a specialist procurement consultancy based in Melbourne, ran a significant 
survey for CIPSA entitled, “The state of the art of Category Management.” There were Ten Top Insights 
from this piece of work (it can be downloaded as a white-paper from the CIPSA website by members). 
These ten insights seem a little passé today, with the benefit of 20/20 hindsight. After all, they were 
derived four years ago. They relate in large part to many of the issues already discussed in parts one and 
two of this series of ‘Cat Man’ articles.   

But, far more telling, was that early in the research one respondent claimed to be a Category Manager 
handling fully 70 categories on their own. And, there is the problem of Category Management 
illustrated perfectly in a single bold claim … people are generally allocated insufficient time to properly 
enact the role of category manager.

Category management is designed to invest time & effort into a SINGLE category. To bring competitive 
advantage or to enable real business benefits in some other way. A good Category Manager is ‘out & 
about’ in the marketplace. Seeing vendors, building relationships, understanding the solution and its 
potential, seeing market trends early, meeting experts in the category, sourcing innovations. Not raising 
orders behind a desk for purchasing 70 categories simultaneously.    
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One person managing 70 categories is not a Category Manager, but at best an order clerk and at worst 
just a typist. There is simply not time for anything else. Such breadth of responsibility drives only a 
transactional approach. This scenario is the antithesis of investment in the new approach. 

Category Managers should be experts and, ideally, manage just a single category. Only then can they 
take the time to know more, to become an expert, to look at opportunity from several different angles – 
including technical, commercial, competitive, environmental and innovative points of view. To consider 
a rounded view of the opportunity the category may present. To take the chance to innovate.  

When this opportunity for innovation exists, is when CATEGORY MANAGEMENT offers the greatest 
possible return. The chance to influence the success of the whole business. The opportunity to change 
markets.   

Of course, it is possible for Category Managers to handle more than one category of expenditure 
proactively …. Certainly if they are in some way related. And, especially on INDIRECT categories of 
spend where the level of individual specialism needed is not so great perhaps. But, worst case, a good 
Category Manager would not want to handle more than a handful of (related) categories. Over that 
number, there cannot be the time available to dedicate to ‘upstream’ activity sufficient to make a real 
difference beyond what a simple procurement approach would likely achieve.  
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This is crucial as good category management must make a measurable difference beyond what 
a simple procurement approach can achieve. Because CATEGORY MANGEMENT offers so much 
more potential – the potential to change markets, at both ends of the supply chain …. that is from 
Conception to Consumption. To realise the potential of category management you have to be prepared 
to invest first in the people, process and technologies of good category management and then in the 
TIME it takes to achieve a good outcome in any category with real potential.    

Pic Source: Prof Martin Christopher
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Disclaimer 
© JD Consultancy P/L 2015 

This work is proprietary to JDC copyright and is licensed globally and in perpetuity on multimedia platforms to PASA, 
the publisher, for its own publication only. Prior permission is to be sought for distribution beyond PASA’s open public 
domains. This work may not be reproduced by parties other than JDC or PASA without prior permission from the 
author. The moral rights of the author have been asserted.

This work is produced in good faith and represents only the personal opinions of the author and those quoted and/
or cited. Facts where possible have been checked, and sources cited wherever possible. Faults and omissions are not 
intended, and anyone with corrections or claims of omission are free to contact the author through the website  
www.jdconsultancy.com.au or through LINKED IN

 JDC nor the author nor PASA will however accept any liability public or otherwise nor offer any indemnities or 
warranties regarding the content of this work. Nor will the JDC company or the author, indemnify any loss actual 
or consequential as a direct or indirect result of this work. Every effort was made in the compilation of this work to 
respect the privacy and data of all sources excepting where public information was used or direct permission was 
sought or given either verbally or in writing. Inclusions have been sourced where identifiable. Quotations used when 
spoken in the public domain. 

There is no intention to breach any confidence nor divulge anything held in commercial confidence notwithstanding 
that interviews or sources that  support this work were either in the public domain or informal and conversational 
in nature and usually held under Chatham House rules. Any errors in this respect are entirely unintentional. Nothing 
in this work represents formal legal advice, which should be sought separately from suitably qualified source in 
interpreting the conclusions or recommendations or questions in this work. JDC trades under the laws of Victoria and 
the Australian Commonwealth. PASA under the law of Queensland and the Australian Commonwealth 
www.procurementandsupply.com 
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